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About This Game

Medieval Shopkeeper Simulator is a medieval management, exploration and adventure game currently under development by
Breakfast Studio.

Create, manage and expand your merchant empire, explore the borders of the world and properly manage your stores to become
the most important trader in the kingdom.

Manage your stores, organize your workers, deliver orders, exchange and create unique items, unlock new skills and advantages,
hire warriors for adventures, explore the world, resist global events like a plague or a war, plan your financial strategy

supporting or confronting the crown and the church, alter the economy of the kingdom and its laws and face consequences of
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your decisions.

Depending on the king or queen that governs, there will be laws that will suit you more or less depending on your way of
playing. The world of MSS reacts to every decision and even prices in stores, punishing mistakes with your reputation. Be

careful and make wise decisions, visit the seer to reveal future events and prepare yourself to them.

Now that we move to the alpha stage, you can expect the following content in the coming months:

MORE REAL LAWS
For now there are only a few types of laws such as the prohibition of the sale of some objects. In the future, each king/queen
will be a unique event that will have a lot of weight in the balance of the game and your way of playing. (Second quarter of

2018).

CUSTOMIZATION OF HOUSES
You can combine different models acquired in the architect to create your dream house. (First quarter of 2018).

STORAGE REFACTORING
The management of objects will become a totally new and improved game mechanic: players can organize their stock of objects

as they wish. Do you need more space to store objects? Buy and improve an empty warehouse in the city. (First quarter of
2018).

KINGDOM 2.0
A new generation system by a procedure that will improve performance and allow you to explore in each game a new, different

kingdom. These new realms will contain more diverse buildings, specific events, more characters and much more. (Second
quarter of 2018).

CLIMATE AND DANGERS
A totally new system that challenges players during the gaming experience. Confront the environmental effects by preventing

them or fighting with different global diseases and neighboring wars. (First quarter of 2018).

KNOWN ISSUES:
There are some problems you might experience in the Alpha version of the game:

 bugs

 freezing

 loss of saved games

If the essential game mechanics is attractive and you want to give your support to Medieval Shopkeeper Simulator while you are
in early access, we would love to have you. Otherwise, we recommend waiting until MSS exceeds the alpha stage when the game
is more stable, and the game mechanics are more developed. I am committed to converting Medieval Shopkeeper Simulator into

the best possible game, and your help during this early phase of development is crucial for us to achieve our goal.

If it intrigues you to know where we will take Medieval Shopkeeper Simulator, consult our roadmap and the development vlogs
that I publish several times per month.
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Title: Medieval Shopkeeper Simulator
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
David Moralejo Sánchez
Publisher:
GrabTheGames
Release Date: 11 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or above

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz or above

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated video card with at least 2GB memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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Wow. So I basically played non-stop for a couple of hours and saved my game here and there. I unlocked a hell of a lot of
recipes, ordered A LOT of materials, placed so many work benches, and overall earned a lot of money. I saved my game at day
8 and continued as usual. I logged in the next day and almost everything is GONE. My money is the same, the day is still day 8,
but all the new work benches I placed disappeared and all of my recipes, sandwhiches and expensive items TOO. This happened
already THREE TIMES but i chose to ignore it at first. If this glitch isnt fixed then the entire game is essentially dead!. This
game is pretty fun and has alot of charm but in the alpha state is pretty broken. Spend time making new character and pet play 5
in game days,upon reloading, all my progress is there but character and pet revert to default. Grind for gold to do upgrades on
the garden and house which turn out do nothing other than waste the time required to grind the gold. Can only upgrade one shop
"the one you start with" the other is just broken and cant be upgraded or shop type adjusted. Again I know the game is in Alpha
but everytime you load it up there is a advertisement for the Devs other project Himno 2. Work on one or the other so you can
can patch these simple things that should not take much time or effort. I cant recommended this game at $10,I do like it and will
still play it from time to time but until these simple bugs and playability issues are addressed I cant recommend.. I don't
recommend buying this game, YET. My review is still positive because I love what I've been able to experience so far. This
game is so cool. It's beautiful and I'm having such a blast running my own shop. You can fail. You blow all your money buying
cheese from another stall and be unable to sell it for a profit. I love that. I love growing carrots then buying some eggs and flour
to make carrot cakes then making a small fortune. It's fun and different. It's the game I've always wished someone would make.
It has so much potential.

My purchase was to support a project that will be absolutely amazing in the future, if the dev works on it. Currently the dev is
updating frequently but he has said he's getting burnt out. Already. On a project that's on Alpha 2. That makes me super nervous
considering 90% of steam alphas get abandoned or released unfinished. The game play is fun, you can buy farms, more stalls to
sell items, complete quests, travel to another city that isn't functional yet, customise your house and craft stuff to sell. It's slightly
buggy, but more very unfinished than unstable. Wait a while. It will be so worth it, hopefully.
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